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Major General George Brinton McClellan (1826-1885).
New evidence indicates that McClellan did not suffer from
the slows in the days leading up to the Battle of Antietam.
NARA (Brady Collection)
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“There is plenty of evidence to support the ‘12
midnight’ interpretation . . .”

E

very so often one of the American Civil War’s most enduring
controversies erupts into public
awareness, stirring renewed debate
among historians and enthusiasts
alike. That controversy is the question
whether General George B. McClellan,
commander of the Army of the Potomac, dawdled after receiving a mislaid
copy of Robert E. Lee’s Special Orders
No. 191 on September 13, 1862. Those
orders, discovered in a field southeast
of Frederick, Maryland, two days after
the last Confederate infantry marched
out on September 11, provided McClellan with Lee’s operational plan for
capturing the federal garrison at Harpers Ferry.
The “Lost Orders,” as they have
come to be known, placed a priceless
gift of military intelligence in McClellan’s hands, as he now knew what his
adversary was in the process of doing.
Controversy about the steps McClellan
took—or failed to take—in response
to reading Lee’s orders nevertheless
continues to swirl. Did McClellan
hesitate, giving Lee more time than he
should have had to defend the passes
at South Mountain, or did the Union
commander promptly
ly deliver a blow
that wrecked Lee’s plans
lans and sent his
ward Virginia?
army reeling back toward
The crux of the debate has long
focused on the hour of the day when
McClellan received Lee’s lost dispatch.
rs defending the
Historians and others
ue McClellan had
traditional view argue
ter than noon on
Lee’s orders by no later
hat he did not act
September 13, but that
on them until much later in the day.1
Evidence for this interpretation
erpretation rests
on the notation “12M,”
M,” a common
19th century abbreviation
iation for
the word “Meridian,”” or
noon, on a telegram McClellan sent to Washington
ington
that day. Stating in the
he
message, “I have all the
plans of the rebels,”
Little Mac added in
a swipe at Gener

al-in-Chief Henry Halleck, who feared
the presence of a large Confederate
army in Virginia near Washington,
that he “had the whole rebel force in
front of him.” He then expressed hope
“for a great success if the plans of the
rebels remain unchanged.”2
Opposed to this argument is a
more recent interpretation that claims
McClellan did not see the Lost Orders
until mid-afternoon, after which he
accelerated the movement of troops
toward South Mountain. This industry
on McClellan’s part led to clashes at
Turner’s, Fox’s, and Crampton’s Gaps
on September 14 that compelled Lee to
retreat toward the Potomac River until
news of Maj. Gen. Thomas J. ‘Stonewall’ Jackson’s victory at Harpers Ferry
prompted the Confederate commander
to stand and fight at Sharpsburg.
This new interpretation rests primarily on the discovery of a copy of
the McClellan telegram to Lincoln that
reads “12 midnight,” and not 12 noon,
for the time sent.3 In other words, if
this new copy of the telegram is taken
into account, McClellan informed Lin-
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coln of the situation only after he had
digested Lee’s orders and taken decisive steps to exploit the information in
them.
There is plenty of additional evidence to support the “12 midnight”
interpretation as opposed to the “12
noon” view; specifically, the movements of McClellan and his troops in
and around Frederick on that fateful
day. These actions have an important
bearing on the questions when the
general received Lee’s Lost Orders and
how quickly he responded to them. It
is therefore with documenting where
McClellan traveled on September 13,
what information he received while he
was on those travels, how he responded to it, and what his subordinates did
during the day that this study deals.
It will shed light on where and when
the federal commander may have read
Lee’s errant dispatch, and provide evidence that allows us to judge once and
for all if McClellan acted promptly on
the information he received or if he
frittered away his golden opportunity
by dawdling in his tent for hours afterward.
Daybreak on September
Septemb 13 found
army headquarGeorge McClellan at arm
southeast of Urters about one mile south
bana, Maryland.4 The sun rose shortly
before 6:00 that morning
morning, beginning
what would become a wa
warm, bright
day. After firing off several
sever messages
between 6:00 and 8:00 a.m
a.m., the general departed headquarters with his staff
and personal guard in tow
tow.5 Arriving
on the flood plain southe
southeast of Frederick, roughly five miles from
f
Urbana,
McClellan caught up to the
th troops of
Vose Sumner’s
Maj. Gen. Edwin V
massed on
Second Corps m
leading into the
the road leadin
city. Sumner’s troops had
marched in aadvance of the

Major General Edwin
Vose Sumner (17971863). LOC

general, crossing the Monocacy River
after 10:00 a.m. before halting to rest.6
Sumner’s veterans greeted McClellan “with the most enthusiastic cheers”
while parting ranks to let the general
pass.7 Several units also formed up for
review, which must have slowed McClellan’s pace as he traveled the final
three miles to the city. Riding toward
Frederick with his entourage between
10:00 and 11:00 a.m., McClellan passed
by the city’s telegraph line, which was
“down the whole way along” the pike
from the Monocacy River crossing.8
Electronic messages passing to and
from the city would need to travel by
courier eight miles back to Urbana, or
be sent by signal to Sugarloaf Mountain, until the wires could be restrung.
McClellan also must have noticed
the fighting going on atop Catoctin
Mountain, specifically at Hagan’s Gap
(Braddock Heights today), about 4.5
miles west of town. The National Road
crosses the mountain there into Middletown Valley and throughout the
morning Maj. Gen. Alfred Pleasonton’s
federal cavalry clashed with Maj. Gen.
J. E. B. Stuart’s rebel rear-guard posted
along the mountain’s crest. The clash
at the gap erupted soon after sunrise
with the exchange of small arms fire
until around 9:00 a.m. when both sides
brought up sections of artillery.9 By the
time McClellan arrived in Frederick,
this lively fight had been underway for
nearly four hours.10
Frustrated by the stiff Confederate
resistance, Pleasonton sent to Maj.
Gen. Ambrose Burnside for infantry
support sometime before 9:00 a.m.
Burnside commanded the army’s right
wing, which at that time included
both the Ninth Corps, then located
around Frederick, and the First Corps,
which remained on the road east of
the Monocacy.11 Burnside’s support of
Pleasonton followed a “programme”
prepared by the two commanders
on September 12 that they reported
to McClellan after midnight. “I have
arranged with Gen. Burnside,” wrote

Pleasonton, to “push forward at daybreak with the 8th Illinois, 1st Mass.
and 3rd Indiana and a battery toward
Hagerstown.”12 In response to Pleasonton’s support request, Burnside sent
Brig. Gen. Isaac Rodman’s two infantry
brigades from their encampment at the
old Hessian Barracks just south of the
city shortly after 9:00 a.m.13
The sight of federal columns on
the march brought out Frederick’s
majority Unionist population, and
these people still filled the streets when
McClellan arrived in the wake of Rodman’s men. The milling townspeople
quickly noticed the general and began

gathering around him in ever greater
numbers until he approached the intersection of Market and Patrick Streets.
Here the throng of spectators exploded
into a jubilant mob.14
The tumultuous welcome McClellan received in Frederick (one staffer
remembered the general and his horse
being “absolutely covered with wreaths
and bouquets”) delayed him for a period of time before “at length” he broke
away from the crowd and rode east
on Patrick Street toward Burnside’s
headquarters, then located on the Baltimore Pike just outside the city.15 At
this point, recalled local witness Ann
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Major General Alfred Pleasonton (1824-1897). LOC

Schaeffer, the crowd began to disperse,
suggesting that for the moment, now
likely after 11:00 a.m., no troops from
the Army of the Potomac occupied the
streets of town.16
Sources clarifying how long McClellan visited with Burnside are yet
to be found, but the available evidence
suggests that they discussed Pleasonton’s fight at Hagan’s Gap and how
the two corps under Burnside’s army
wing should be repositioned now that
Sumner’s Second Corps and Brig. Gen.
Alpheus S. Williams’s Twelfth Corps
had moved within close supporting
distance. We can infer this because
soon after McClellan’s visit Maj. Gen.
Joseph Hooker’s First Corps resumed
its march toward Frederick and Brig.
Gen. Jacob Cox with the Ninth Corps
received orders to advance his two
brigade Kanawha Division from west
of Frederick to support Pleasonton’s
attack on the Confederate rear-guard.17
The orders to Cox arrived at his
headquarters “about noon,” suggesting
McClellan and Burnside conferred before 11:30 at the absolute latest for the
orders to be written out and carried by
courier through town. Similar orders
also reached the Second Corps before
noon, as confirmed by the fact that
shortly after McClellan’s meeting with
Burnside, Sumner’s troops resumed


their nort
northward march through Frederick alon
along Market Street.18
For his
hi part, General McClellan,
now accompanied
acc
by Burnside, rode
back into Frederick just before
noon to review the passage of
noo
Sumner’s troops. As of midday,
Sum
therefore, McClellan had begun
the
concentrating four army corps
co
around Frederick. He had also
ar
set William Franklin’s Sixth
se
Corps on the path to BuckeyC
stown, and the hamlet of Jefferson south of the city, to
support the capture of the
Catoctin Mountain pass
there by the Sixth Pennsylvania Cavalry and the
Ninth Corps infantry brigade of Col.
Harrison Fairchild.
The one part of the army still to be
accounted for at noon was the Twelfth
Corps, then temporarily under the
command of Alpheus Williams. Williams’s men had advanced sluggishly
on the previous day along a rain-battered road to the rural crossroads of
Ijamsville, located some seven miles
southeast of Frederick.19 Rousing his
command at 3:30 a.m. on September
13, Williams got them back onto the
same sloppy backroad at around 7:00
a.m. Sticky mud and the narrowness
of the road made the passage difficult
for wagons and artillery, so Williams’s
infantry took to the fields to keep the
column moving.20
Approaching the Monocacy River
several hours later, the men waded
across Crum’s Ford and climbed the
western bank to the fields that covered
the southeastern approach to Frederick. Finally, at around noon, the 27th
Indiana, under the command of Col.
Silas Colgrove, whose skirmishers led
the Twelfth Corps’ advance, received
orders to fall out and rest within sight
of the city.21
First Sergeant John M. Bloss and
Pvt. B. W. Mitchell of Company F settled on the ground to relax. Mitchell,
however, spotted a folded document
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lying under a tree. Rising to fetch it, he
found the packet consisted of a letter
wrapped around two cigars. Mitchell
glanced at the contents of the letter before handing it over to Bloss, who also
read through the document. Writing
of the incident two weeks later, Bloss
noted that “Corporal Mitchell was very
fortunate at Frederick. He found General Lee’s plan of attack … and what
each division of his army was to do.
I was with him when he found it and
read it first. ...We found the dispatch
out in a wheat field under a Locas tree
with two cigars with it.”22
Bloss quickly recognized the document’s importance and took it to his
commanding officer. Colonel Colgrove
read the orders and carried them to
his superior, Brig. Gen. George Henry Gordon, who exclaimed they were
“worth a mint of money” after he had
also read the two-page dispatch.23 Gordon directed Colgrove to deliver them
to General Williams.
Arriving at Twelfth Corps headquarters, Colgrove handed the orders
to Col. Samuel E. Pittman, Williams’s
Adjutant General.24 Pittman then
played a key role in proving the authenticity of the orders by claiming to
recognize the signature of Col. Robert
H. Chilton, General Lee’s Assistant
Adjutant General, from business dealings that he and Chilton had before the
war. This testimony satisfied Williams
(who also read the document) that the
orders were genuine and, after adding
an accompanying note, he urged Pittman to forward them to General McClellan.25 Pittman attempted to scratch
out a copy for posterity, but Williams
ordered him to stop writing and have
the Lost Orders sent immediately.26
Each man in this sequence of
events—Mitchell, Bloss, Colgrove,
Gordon, Pittman, and Williams—took
time to read part or all of Lee’s twopage dispatch. Considering the time
that reading the orders would have
taken, and the fact that they traveled
between five of the six readers before

they were forwarded to McClellan, it
must have required at least an hour for
the Lost Orders to travel up the chain
of command.
Multiple Twelfth Corps sources
attest to the fact that the Lost Orders
were not discovered until around
noon, because the leading regiments
of the corps did not reach the outskirts
of Frederick until that time. Given this
fact, and the chain of custody outlined
above, the orders were probably not
placed in the courier’s hands before
1:00 p.m. That courier then had to ride
through the unfamiliar and crowded
streets of Frederick in search of General McClellan, who was also on the

move after receiving word that Pleasonton had finally taken Hagan’s Gap.
Add to this the fact that the telegraph
line from Frederick to the Monocacy
Junction remained out of order and
it becomes impossible that McClellan
could have received the Lost Orders,
read them, and composed a response
in time to telegraph a noon message to
Washington.
When Lee’s mislaid orders began
their journey across town, McClellan was at the corner of Market and
Patrick Streets watching Maj. Gen.
Jesse Reno arrive with a brigade of his
Ninth Corps troops. After observing
the passage of Sumner’s corps north

on Market Street, McClellan had ordered Burnside to get the remainder of
Reno’s command (Rodman and Cox’s
divisions were already west of the city)
moving west along Patrick Street. Now
those men were marching past.27
A telegraph repair crew also arrived at Monocacy Junction around
1:00 p.m. Having just fixed the line
from Washington to that point, they
now planned to run a wire across the
Monocacy River to reconnect the line
between Harpers Ferry and Freder-

Confederate defenses at Crampton’s Gap.
Alfred Waud, Harper’s Weekly, Oct. 25, 1862
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ick. Telegraph operator F. T. Bickford
reported upon his arrival that the
rail bridge over the river was a “total
wreck” and that the telegraph line running alongside the railroad tracks was
“down as far as [I] can see.” Bickford
added that he heard heavy firing from
the direction of Harpers Ferry and
that he would run wire the remaining
four miles to Frederick as soon as he
could.28
The received timestamp on Bickford’s telegram reads 12:55 p.m.,
which is five minutes after the time
it was sent, so it is clear that the message arrived quickly. This indicates a


well-functioning line, which is important to know when weighing the noon
“trophies” telegram thesis promoted by
Stephen Sears. Arguing that delays in
the telegraph line held up McClellan’s
message for 14 hours, Sears maintains
that the telegram was written before
noon but not received in Washington
until early the following morning.
Bickford’s message demonstrates,
however, that as of 1:00 p.m. a working
telegraph line had still not been extended to Frederick, and that the message the operator sent from Monocacy
Junction got to Washington with no
delay.29
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Concerning McClellan himself, he
remained in Frederick until a message
arrived from Alfred Pleasonton that
his men had finally driven off the rebel
rear-guard at Hagan’s Gap. Pleasonton’s message, timestamped 1:00 p.m.,
read, “Have carried the rebel [position]
with my cavalry and artillery. Infantry
too late.”30
Whether Pleasonton sent a courier
four miles down the crowded National
Road to the center of town, or broadcast the message by signal, it certainly
reached McClellan by 1:30 p.m.31 With
Pleasonton’s troopers now flowing into
Middletown Valley, the evolving tactical situation compelled Little Mac to
focus on directing the next phase of the
army’s advance. He therefore rode out
of town to the west at around the same
time that General Williams’s courier
was riding in from the east to deliver
the recently discovered copy of Lee’s
orders.
We know for certain that McClellan moved west of Frederick because
he met General Cox at about 2:00 p.m.
while en route out of town. The evidence shows that Cox’s Kanawha Division (Ninth Corps) was just beginning
to move out at that time, having been
delayed for two hours since receiving
Burnside’s orders to support Pleasonton around noon.32
Sometime after 2:00 p.m., General
McClellan and his staff made their way
to the farm of Lewis H. Steiner, located
west-northwest of Frederick, to set up
army headquarters. Steiner himself
saw the encampment after it had been
established, recalling that it looked like
a simple “bivouac … only intended for
temporary occupation.”33 McClellan
was either en route to his headquarters,
or in its immediate vicinity, when Williams’s courier finally delivered Robert
E. Lee’s lost dispatch.
The only primary account of McClellan receiving the orders comes
from the general himself and it is decidedly vague. Writing to the son of the
27th Indiana’s B. W. Mitchell in 1879,

the general remembered, “there
was handed to me by a member of
my staff a copy [original] of one
of General Lee’s orders of march
directed to General D. H. Hill,
which developed General Lee’s intended operations for the next few
days, and was of very great service
to me in enabling me to direct the
dmovements of my own troops accordingly.”34
General Williams’s covering note
assured McClellan that the orders were
ere
genuine based on the testimony of Col.
ol
Pittman, but after reading the dispatch
Little Mac proved unwilling to commit
his army to a full-fledged movement
without further confirmation. McClellan knew that Stuart’s riders and other
rebel troops had spread disinformation
ahead of the Army of the Potomac’s
advance. So, to verify the authenticity
of the document, he directed a copy be
made and sent to Pleasanton with the
following message: “General McClellan desires you to ascertain whether
this order of march has thus far been
followed by the enemy. As the pass
through the Blue Ridge may be disputed by two columns, he desires you to
approach it with great caution.”35
Major Albert V. Colburn, McClellan’s Assistant Adjutant General,
timestamped the message 3:00 p.m.
and sent it off. Private Joe Taber, a
member of McClellan’s security escort,
accompanied the courier, Lt. Nicholas
Bowen, on the journey, which Taber
described as a “sharp ride of about
8 miles.”36 The two men eventually
found Pleasanton about two miles west
of Middletown, probably between 4:30
and 5:00 p.m.
At roughly the same time that
Bowen and Taber rode off to find Alfred Pleasonton, the First Brigade of
Reno’s Ninth Corps, under the command of Brig. Gen. James Nagle (Samuel Sturgis’s Second Division), began
making its way through Frederick on
the National Road from the vicinity of
the Monocacy River.37 Sturgis’s troops

Twenty-three-year-old Josh McKnight
Bloss (1839-1905), a schoolteacher in civilian
life, was one of the soldiers who found the
Lost Order. Antietam.aotw. org

followed the other Ninth Corps formations that Burnside had ordered to
support Pleasonton earlier in the day.
Brigadier General Orland B. Willcox’s division “moved at 2 p.m.” for
Middletown after Sturgis’s men got
back on the road.38 Willcox moved out
so rapidly, in fact, that members of
the 79th New York Infantry, on picket
duty since the night before, were unable to catch up. “On returning to our
bivouac, at four o’clock the following
afternoon,” wrote William Todd, “we
found the army had moved forward. …
We had marched a long distance out of
our way in returning from picket duty,
and when, at nightfall, we approached
Frederick, the men were tired and hungry. … Passing through the city we bivouacked for the night a short distance
beyond.”39
The New Yorkers would not catch
up to the rest of the division until 9:00
the following morning. As Ninth Corps
Surgeon, Thomas Ellis, recalled one
year later: “For hours the long lines of
men, horses, and artillery, kept passing through the town. It was not until
near midnight that the monster military procession had drawn to a close,”
which demonstrates how no other

corps could have moved west since
the Ninth Corps occupied the only
route until late at night.40
By late afternoon on September 13, Sumner’s Second Corps
stood ready northwest of Frederick, while Reno’s Ninth Corps
took the lead on the National Road
pursuing
the Confederates. Rickett’s
p
division,
the farthest out of Hooker’s
div
First
Fir Corps, finished a 14-mile march
from
fro Ridgeville to come up at nightfall
and
an halt east of the city, while Sykes’s
Fifth
Fif Corps division joined the Second
Corps northwest of Frederick after a
13-mile march from Hyattstown.41
Major Heros von Borcke, a member
of J. E. B. Stuart’s staff who witnessed
the early phase of this concentration of
force before being driven from Hagan’s
Gap, recalled how “the valley beneath
stretching away from the immediate
base of the mountain, was literally blue
with the Yankees.”42
The Twelfth Corps remained in
place southeast of Frederick, but only
because the other corps surrounding
it blocked the way forward. Farther to
the south, meanwhile, the remainder
of Smith’s division of Franklin’s Sixth
Corps passed through Jefferson Pass
in preparation for an advance the next
morning. Not once, except for the
brief pause noted by eyewitness Anne
Schaeffer at around 11:00 a.m., had
Union troops ceased advancing on
September 13, either before McClellan
received Lee’s orders, or after he read
them.
Four hours of daylight remained
after Lee’s dispatch fell into Little
Mac’s hands. He ordered the U.S. Sixth
Cavalry near Point of Rocks to ride for
Jefferson, scout toward Harpers Ferry,
and open communications with Alfred Pleasonton.43 Then the general sat
down to compose a lengthy set of orders for William Franklin, whose Sixth
Corps was operating on the Army of
the Potomac’s left flank south of Frederick. These instructions, timestamped
6:20 p.m., represented McClellan’s
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direct response to reading Lee’s
dispatch. It is important to note
that McClellan eventually chose to
act on the information he read in
Lee’s orders before he had received
confirmation of their contents
from Pleasonton. It was a bold
move for a man typically described
as too cautious.
o
“I have now full information as to
emovements and intentions of the enemy,” wrote McClellan, adding that Lee
had divided his army into five parts.
Little Mac reasoned that the federal
garrison at Harpers Ferry remained
intact because cannon fire from the
southwest “shows that Miles still holds
out.” Then he detailed his plans: “The
whole of Burnside’s command, including Hooker’s corps, march this
evening and early to-morrow morning, followed by the corps of Sumner
and Banks [then under the command
of Alpheus Williams] and Sykes’s division, upon Boonsborough, to carry
that position.” Franklin, McClellan
directed, was to seize the pass over
South Mountain at Burkittsville and
“cut off, destroy, or capture McLaws’s
command and relieve Colonel Miles.
… My general idea is to cut the enemy
in two and beat him in detail. I ask
of you, at this important moment, all
your intellect and the utmost activity
that a general can exercise.”44
McClellan’s sunset-time orders reveal that he intended to thrust Franklin’s command through the “center”
(assuming Jackson remained at Harpers Ferry and Longstreet at Boonsboro)
of the Confederate army at Crampton’s Gap. Doing so would place the
Sixth Corps in Pleasant Valley where
it could join with Miles’s command
and confront Lafayette McLaws, whose
men held the valley, or pivot north to
support Ambrose Burnside’s attack on
Fox’s and Turner’s Gaps. Moving the
Sixth Corps beyond South Mountain
would also isolate it squarely within
the center of Lee’s scattered army,
making it vulnerable to attack from


In later life John M. Bloss became president of Oregon Agricultural College (no Oregon State University). Oregon State University

two directions, which was a particularly aggressive and daring move under
the circumstances.
As of nightfall on September 13
and based on what he had learned in
Lee’s orders, McClellan therefore stood
ready to launch an attack on the South
Mountain gaps that would shatter
the rebel army and save Col. Dixon
Miles’s Harpers Ferry command. At
some point around 9:00 p.m., a message arrived at army headquarters with
a response from Alfred Pleasonton
verifying what McClellan had learned
in the Lost Orders. In it the cavalry
commander revealed, “as near as I can
judge the order of march of the enemy
… has been followed as closely as circumstances would permit.”45 Pleasonton’s reply confirmed McClellan’s assumptions as fact, a development that
must have given the general considerable comfort because he had already
set events in motion for the next day’s
offensive.
In addition to issuing the 6:20 p.m.
orders to Franklin, McClellan also instructed Maj. Gen. Darius Couch, the
commander of a 7,500 man infantry
division with the Fourth Corps, to “call
in all your command that you have
left behind [along the Potomac], en-
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trusting the guarding of the fords,
etc., to the cavalry, and … march
at once for Jefferson” to support
General Franklin.46 Then, at 8:45
p.m., for a second time before
receiving confirmation from Pleasonton, McClellan ordered Sumner
to “move punctually at 7 o’clock
to-morrow morning.”
to
Although he did not specify a location to which Sumner’s command
cat
should march, the general’s earlier
sho
orders to Franklin indicate that reinord
forcements would be sent to support
for
the effort against Crampton’s Gap, if
they were needed. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that McClellan
planned to use Sumner’s command
as a reserve until he could determine
which prong of the army’s two-front
attack would require more men.47
Lastly, McClellan took a moment
at 8:45 p.m. to contact Henry Halleck
at the War Department and inform
him of the situation. “We occupy Middletown and Jefferson,” he wrote. “The
whole force of the enemy [is] in front.
They are not retreating into Virginia.
Look well to Chambersburg. Shall lose
no time. Will soon have a decisive battle.”48
McClellan’s missive radiates confidence, something Brig. Gen. John
Gibbon attested to after the war. Having arrived at army headquarters near
sundown, Gibbon remained there until well after dark waiting to speak with
McClellan. To quote Gibbon:
“As it grew later and only one or
two staff officers remained in the tent,
he (General McClellan) expressed himself freely in regard to his movements
and taking from his pocket a folded
paper, he said: ‘Here is a paper with
which if I cannot whip ‘Bobbie Lee,’ I
will be willing to go home.’ He spoke
cheerfully and confidently and added,
‘I will not show you the document
now but there (turning down one of
the folds) is the signature (showing ‘R.
H. Chilton Adjt. Gen.’) and it gives the
movement of every division of Lee’s

Army. Tomorrow we will pitch into his
centre and if you people will only do
two good, hard days’ marching I will
put Lee in a position he will find hard
to get out of.’”49
Executing this plan would not be
without complications as resistance
had already arrived in the form of a
dispatch from Halleck. In it the General-in-Chief signaled strong disapproval
of McClellan’s order to remove Couch’s
division from the Potomac fords and
march it to join the main army. Halleck inexplicably claimed that he had
no troops in Washington to replace

Couch’s men and he warned McClellan
not to uncover the capital, or to underestimate the danger that Lee intended
to draw the federal army north into
Pennsylvania and then dart south to
attack Washington from Virginia.50
McClellan responded forcefully to
this dispatch in a message timestamped
11:00 p.m. Writing that “An order
from General R. E. Lee … has accidentally come into my hands this evening
(i.e., after noon, our emphasis)—the
authenticity of which is unquestionable,” Little Mac continued, “[It] discloses some of the plans of the enemy,

and shows most conclusively that the
main rebel army is now before us.”
General Pleasonton’s front-line
observations and the sound of heavy
artillery fire from the southwest confirmed that Lee had split his army into
multiple columns to capture Harpers
Ferry. “There is but little probability of
the enemy being in much force south
of the Potomac,” McClellan argued.
“I do not, by any means, wish to be
understood as undervaluing the importance of holding Washington …
but upon the success of this army the
fate of the nation depends. It was for
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This thoroughly documented chain of events shows the need
for a re-evaluation of George McClellan’s performance . . .
this reason that I said everything else
should be made subordinate to placing
this army in proper condition to meet
the large rebel force in our front.”51
Unlike earlier in the campaign
when he took into account Halleck’s
concerns about the possibility of a
Confederate attack on Washington,
McClellan now doubled down on
his offensive strategy by arguing the
value of pushing his army with the
maximum force available to meet the
enemy at South Mountain. Little Mac
knew full well that Halleck had 63,000
troops present for duty to defend
Washington, a number, incidentally,
which at that moment roughly equaled
the number of effective (i.e., veteran)
men in the Army of the Potomac. Another 8,000 soldiers from the north
would also join Halleck over the next
week.52
Orders McClellan sent shortly
tly
afterward further confirmed hiss resolve. At 11:30 p.m.—in accordance
dance
with what he had earlier written
n to
Franklin—he instructed General
al
Hooker to march his First Corps
ps
to Middletown at daylight. Then
n
he directed Brig. Gen. George
Sykes to move his Fifth Corps
division, “punctually at 6
o’clock in the morning … in
rear of Hooker and in advance of Sumner.”53 Fifteen
minutes later, McClellan
ordered Burnside to investigate rumors that a large body
of rebel cavalry had been
spotted operating north of
Frederick; and soon thereafter
he responded to an earlier mes-sage received from Pennsylvania’s Governor Andrew Curtin by
asking him to help keep Lee boxed
xed
in using state militia troops under
der the
command of Brig. Gen. John Reynolds
eynolds
to concentrate at Chambersburgg and
look out for rebels near Gettysburg—
b
an obvious reference to the cavalry after which he sent Burnside prowling.54
It is only when all of this was said


and done that McClellan finally sat
down to compose his famous “trophies” message to Abraham Lincoln.55
Writing that he had “the whole rebel
force” before him, McClellan assured
the president “no time shall be lost”
in pursuing it. Lee had, he continued,
“made a gross mistake and … he will
be severely punished for it. The army
is in motion as rapidly as possible. I
hope for a great success if the plans
of the rebels remain unchanged. We
have possession of Catoctin Mountain
(not captured by Pleasonton until 1:00
p.m.). I have all the plans of the rebels,
and will catch them in their own trap if
my men are equal to the emergency.”
Lastly, added McClellan, the “forces
of Pennsylvania should be placed to
co-operate at Chambersburg,” a reference to the missive he dispatched to

Confederate Colonel (later Brigadier General) Robert Hall Chilton (1815-1879), Robert
E. Lee’s assistant Adjutant General. LOC
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Curtin at 11:45 p.m., and the “look
well to Chambersburg” caution sent
to Halleck at 8:45 p.m. “Will send you
trophies,” McClellan closed, adding,
“all well, and with God’s blessing will
accomplish it.”56
McClellan’s midnight message
summed up the situation as it stood
at the very end of the day on September 13, not as things had appeared at
noon. The general confirmed his possession of Lee’s orders, verified he had
taken steps to exploit them, established
that his army held Catoctin Mountain,
referenced his 8:45 p.m. dispatch to
Halleck concerning Chambersburg,
and cited content in the message he
had sent to Governor Curtin less than
one hour earlier.
McClellan had every reason to feel
optimistic. With Burnside’s command
encamped near Middletown, Franklin’ss Sixt
Sixth Corps ordered to advance
lin
Crampton’s Gap in the morning,
on Cram
First Corps, Sykes’s diviand Hooker’s
Hoo
and, potentially, Sumner’s wing
sion, an
of the Second Corps and the Twelfth
Corps prepared to support the
Cor
attack where needed, all of the
att
pieces were in place to pounce
p
on Lee’s fragmented army the
next day.
This thoroughly documented chain of events
shows the need for a re-evaluation of George McClellan’s
performance on September
13, 1862. They show that the
Union general did not dawdle
upon receiving a copy of General Lee’s Special Orders No.
1191 and they demonstrate that
tho
those orders fit within a series
of ev
events already in motion. Even
before Lee’s orders came to McClellan’s atte
attention, he had ordered Pleasonton’s cavalry to break through the
passes at Catoctin Mountain. He had
h h
shepherded
the Second Corps through
Frederick and begun pushing the
Ninth Corps into Middletown Valley
after Confederate defenses at Hagan’s
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Gap collapsed at 1:00 p.m. Additionally, he had ordered the strung out First
Corps to concentrate around Frederick. Then, once he had the Lost Orders
in his hands, McClellan issued instructions related directly to the information they contained before Pleasonton
confirmed Lee’s order of march. Little
Mac ordered William Franklin to seize
Crampton’s Gap and he directed Darius Couch to hurry his division forward
at the expense of defending the Potomac River crossings west of Washington.
When considered within the context of these events a more measured
understanding of how the Lost Orders
fit into the history of the Maryland
Campaign comes into view. By the
time they appeared at the Army of the
Potomac’s headquarters, McClellan
already had a reasonably good idea
that Lee’s army occupied positions in

Washington County, Maryland, and,
from the sound of cannon fire to the
southwest, around Harpers Ferry. Intelligence received over the preceding
days from the War Department and
from Governor Curtin in Harrisburg
also made it clear that Confederate
troops had not crossed into Pennsylvania. If anything, columns of rebel soldiers had been seen crossing back into
Virginia at Williamsport, which is why
as of September 12 McClellan toyed
with the idea of marching directly on
Harpers Ferry and cutting through Jefferson County to arrest Lee’s theoretical retreat toward Winchester.57
Reading the Lost Orders clarified
the movements of Lee’s army and the
fact that Lee had divided his force.
McClellan knew there and then that
he must strike the rebels as swiftly as
possible, and he resolved to do so with
Franklin’s and Burnside’s columns at

South Mountain, followed up in short
order by the rest of the army.
The attack on September 14 did not
destroy the Army of Northern Virginia,
but it did put an end to any plans that
Lee had for further offensive action.
The Lost Orders contributed mightily
to this outcome by quickening McClellan’s resolve to punish Lee’s overconfidence. Lee regained his balance on September 16-17, but McClellan followed
up his victory at South Mountain by
inflicting so many casualties on the
Army of Northern Virginia at Antietam
that it forced Lee to withdraw south of
the Potomac.
This strategic victory shifted the
war in the North’s favor by allowing
Lincoln to issue the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation on September
22. Elevating slavery’s abolition to an
equivalent aim alongside restoration
of the Union transformed the war into
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